
From Lisa Spinali

Sent Monday January 22 2018 1235 PM
To Lesk Emily ECN
Cc Shaw Jeremy CPC
Subject Re Update on Planning

Both sound good and let's find a time for a meeting tonight

Lisa

On Mon Jan 22 2018 at 11 06 AM Lesk Emily ECN ernilylesk fs wrote

Hi Lisa

Thanks And definitely understood regarding community support To that end may I take a few minutes at the beginning

of tonight's meeting to preview this topic for everyone Not a presentation just a minute or two of remarks I know

that I've done this at a few other CAC meetings this fall but it's hard to know if people were really paying attention and

better to be as transparent as possible

As for the February CAC meeting I andor other City staff will most likely be leading that presentation and conversation

so it would be great if you and I could check in soon to talk about how it will go Do you think we can put a call on the

calendar for next week

Thanks

Emily

Emily Lesk

Direct 415 554-6162

Email emilylesksfgov org

From Lisa Spinali mailtolisaspinali gmail com

Sent Sunday January 21 2018 9 47 PIM

To Lesk Emily ECN
Cc Shaw Jeremy CPC
Subject Re Update on Planning
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I guess that will work My one hesitation is that if we don't get good buy in from the community I don't want us

to prematurely go to the next stage I want to make sure that we are moving ahead with as much of the

community behind this project as possible Thanks so much and see you tomorrow

Lisa

On Fri Jan 19 2018 at 53 7 PM Lesk Emily ECN emily lesk fs wrote

Hi Lisa

Apologies for getting in touch about this after hours on a Friday-but we just had a chance to talk to the development

team about their outreach plan and we'd like to run a change by you in advance of Monday's CAC meeting

We'd like to have the CAC meet in February so that staff can provide a more thorough overview of our upcoming

legislative milestone fiscal feasibility findings at the Board of Supervisors We've described this in general terms at a

few CAC meetings but I don't know how well it's registered with folks We're on track to go to the Board in early

March so a Feb 8 CAC meeting our regular date would be the right time to share that information

They'd proposed doing an open house in February and the next CAC meeting in March but we're hoping to flip those

two meetings CAC meeting February open house March Does this sound workable The development team is on

board and pointed out that it would have the added benefit of additional coordination with City College prior to the

open house

Let us know what you think We know that all of the last-minute communications leading up to Monday's meeting have

been frustrating and ask for your patience with yet another one

Thanks

Emily

Emily Lesk

Direct 415 554-6162

Email emilylesksfgov org



From Lisa Spinali mailtolisaspinali gmailcom

Sent Thursday January 18 2018 1200 PM
To Shaw Jeremy CPC
Cc Lesk Emily ECN Shanahan Thomas ECN
Subject Re Update on Planning

That is a great idea And we may even want a special session which we can discuss with the CAC

Lisa

On Thu Jan 18 2018 at 1142 AM Shaw Jeremy CPQ jeremyshawsf wroteg

Lisa

It's a great point The development team will touch on some of this topic next Monday I'd suggest that after their

presentation we chat a little more about what how when to provide updates Sound ok

Thanks

Jeremy

JEREMY SHAW
I

Senior Planner
I

SF PLANNING 1415575 9135

From Lisa Spinali mailto lisaspinaliacimailcom

Sent Thursday 3anuary 18 2018 1022 AM
To Shaw 3eremy CPQ Lesk Emily ECN Shanahan Thomas ECN
Subject Update on Planning

Given all the changes that have occurred over the past two years I would like to recommend that we need a

session focused on understanding the current legislation median income levels and how we are doing on the

goal of building more housing It would be an update to the session that Mike Martin did at the very

beginning of the project Can we discuss figure out when to make this presentation Thanks so much

Lisa
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Lisa Spinali

lisaspinaligmail com

415 7063870

Lisa Spinali

lisaspinali gmailcom

415 7063870

Lisa Spinali

lisaspinali gmail com

415 7063870

Lisa Spinali

lisaspinali gmail com

415 7063870
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